Dear all,

Peace in Motion Newsletter
Summer 2015

The weather still is fine, but the days are getting shorter, the evenings longer:
the summer is on the retreat, making space for harvest. The fruit trees are
already heavy with apples and pears: it’ll be a busy harvest time!
Some of the branches bow deep and almost touch the earth, which reminds
us of Hazrat Inayat Khan, always a keen observer of nature. He compares
fruit trees, heavy with fruit, with the spiritual path, saying in ‘The Path of
Initiation and Discipleship:
‘Many may claim it, but few realize it. Those who realize do not claim. As the
more fruitful a tree is the more it bends, so the more divine his spiritual realization is the
more humble a person becomes.’
Let us express our gratitude for the support on so many levels to you all by sending you our
2015 Newsletter as a way to connect with you all.
Lots has happened, both on the personal level and in our work. When shopping, we separate
‘business’ from ‘private’ – we have to for tax reasons – but in our everyday life the distinction
is blurred and our personal and private life merge more and more. For instance, the main
event for us this year was the birth of our grandson Surya. No need to elaborate, we guess
you can image what it means to become grandparents.
Our daughter Brechje and her Indian husband Nitin are cooking for us every summer or
Pentecost, so many of you have met them, some even in India, and are almost as keen to
hear more about Surya as we are. On top of that, our first babysit inspired us to a Hindu
song that in Russia became a dance. How can you then separate private from work? ‘No
separation!’ said the Sheikh and he asked for needle and thread instead of a pair of scissors.
We have been living like this for a long time, but now feel that the Khankah is developing
and is asking us to share more, to all live together as one larger family every time Khankah
Samark opens its doors for other searchers on the path. This is even more so as many of
these searchers for spiritual food and direction return to the Khankah and form a network of
relationships that manifests itself also outside the Khankah.
For this development, we can only be grateful.
Love, Wali & Ariënne
Goa, India
We’ve been going to India since 2012, so this was our fourth visit. It
was the first time without us participating in the Urs of Hazrat Inayat
Khan on February 5th.
We opted to stay in Goa this time, as our first grandson was due to
come late January. Obviously, he was anxious to see about life, so he
was born one week early on January 23. Great, it gave us an extra
week. It was a treat to be fully included in the first weeks of this new
earth citizen, tending the household, cooking and cleaning, and guiding our daughter in her first steps into motherhood, together with her
best friend Rianne, who came over to India for two months.
Our daughter Brechje was grateful for the Dutch-European flavor
from the three of us, surrounded as she is by Indian energy. Very
loving, but also very different.
We think he is the all-time most photographed baby, but that probably is true now for all babies, born in this cell phone era!
Here are some of the first ones:

Hospital, 2 hours old

Homecoming, with the stork Ariënne made

With granny Lakshmi

People often ask us if we have seen a lot about India and the answer always is no. We haven’t
seen much of India geographically, as we only have been in Rajasthan, Delhi and Goa and
haven’t traveled much. However, we have had the immense privilege to enter Indian family
life and that is worth writing a book about (we’ll leave that to our daughter).
This is what we have been used to due to all the years of traveling for
the legacy of Hazrat Inayat Khan and Murshid SAM and this is how we
like traveling best. Not as tourists, but family life, staying with friends,
going to markets and ‘normal’ shops for ‘normal’ household shopping.
This gives you the flavor of a country beyond museums, travel brochures or guides. We are grateful Brechje has opened up that part of
India for us.
After all, this is also the home country of Inayat Khan. Our visits have
triggered a further study into the Sufi master’s Indian and Hindu influences and this opened a treasure box of Indian Sufism and ancient Vedic In India, Kohl also
teachings that we are still digesting. Which brings us to our next Indian
works for boys.
item: the Secret Garden.
Secret Garden

The Secret Garden didn’t just drop into our lap like a ripe
apple. It wasn’t ‘meant to be’ as the modern mantra goes.
No, we were specifically looking for a place like this, as we
both felt inspiration to do a workshop in Goa. Crimea Style,
like the MIR Camps: and intensive week of diving deep into
the dances and spirituality in the mornings, diving into the
warm sea in the afternoon. The impossible combination of a
retreat and a holiday camp worked remarkably well in these
MIR Camps. Some of them are among the highlights of our
dance and Sufi path.
Walking from Palolem to Padnem in the blazing sun, we asked in hotels and checked out
venues. Nothing. Then we saw the sign ‘The Secret Garden’ and we knew we found the place.
Nome est omen (the name is the sign), for anyone who knows a bit about Sufi literature will
realize this name can only be made up by a Sufi. Nasir and Nur, who run the place, are Chisti
Sufis, following the path of Kwaja Gharib Nawaz from Ajmir, who we know as Moineddin
Chisti, the founder of Sufism in India. We shared books and experiences and felt our inspiration was valid. So in 2016, we return to Goa to further organize a possible week in the
Secret Garden, diving deeper into Inayat Khan’s Indian background and enjoying the beautiful beaches of Goa. With or without a trip to Delhi to experience the Urs. We’ll have to check
out these possibilities in 2016, so we know what to do in 2017 (possibly January 24 – 31).
Here are some pictures of the beach and the Secret Garden:

Saratov, Russia
In April, we stayed longer in Russia than ever: three full weeks, starting with our annual
Dance and Sufi Retreat in Saratov and ending with being guests at their monthly dance circle.
It was wonderful to see all our friends leading dances in their own circle!
And in between? We recorded our new CD ‘Send us the Peace’ with some dances from Inayat
Khan’s prayers and also two Buddhist dances and the Surya Shivam Mantra, in honor of our
grandson.
We managed to finish the recording in two weeks, but the mixing will be done in Europe, so
will take more time. The booklet is done, and here’s an excerpt, describing the recording
process:
Saturday, walking to the studio, we see the statue high on the
mountain, commemorating end of WW II. Somehow, the Russian architect managed to soothe the Soviet censors and come
away with a cross without them noticing the obvious similarity
to the Christian cross.
Or maybe they noticed and in their hearts agreed?
We ponder over the last night and our stay here in Saratov. It
started with a long weekend of offering a residential workshop. Residential for the Russian participants, but not for us,
as Westerners nowadays are not allowed to spend the night
in government-owned accommodations. We take it as a joke
and keep our worries inside. No one in Saratov understands
this new law and we don’t want to add to their embarrassment.
Then two weeks of recording in a home studio with Nastya as our interpreter, also helping
us out with singing together with Nikolay. We came in the snow and now leave in full spring
with everyone cleaning the remains of winter, for Easter is coming up and then everything
needs to be spic and span.
Nature and the change of season seems to mirror the inside dimension of our stay. Not that
there was any snow or ice between us and Saratov that needed thawing, but we feel that
the prolonged stay has given clarity like the spring sun warming the earth for new growth.
As Nastya, Konstantin and the two of us later exchange, staying for a weekend is special,
staying for nearly two weeks makes it normal and results in a Khankah experience of living,
working and cooking together and doing what each needs to do. Spirituality and daily life
merge into one. It’s special to be special, it’s even more
special to be not special. Living together for three weeks,
sharing food, work and the daily chores has made this
clear.
Sunday is the last full day of our stay.
‘Whose guitar is this,’ we ask innocently, pointing to the
white guitar that is brought in for the monthly dances
that we are fortunate to be able to attend. Stupid question: the guitar is from the dance circle, as is the djembe
and so many other items for the dances.

Many from the circle come together twice a month for the voice class with dance leader and
voice teacher Walia, some for the recently started Sufi class and the dance training, also led
by Walia, who gracefully holds the group together and is honored by all for her wisdom she
expresses doing so.
The Saratov Dance circle is a real sangha or – to use political lingo – a fine example of what
Communism possibly was meant to be about: people don’t own, they own together.
No wonder we felt quite some time ago that if we would record another CD, it had to be in
Saratov.
Khankah Samark Retreat House
The Retreat House, that we started to build on the attic above
the dance room, is finished. It was first used at the New Year
Sylvester Retreat 2014 – 2015, the first one of its kind at Khankah Samark after many years of similar celebration-like retreats in Springhead and Hazel Hill, England.
Measuring around 90 m2 and with a fully equipped kitchen, a
bathroom and three bedrooms, it fits five people. We call it Retreat House, as it is designed for retreats (a spiritual retreat, a
writing retreat or just being away from it all) for a single person
or couple. The smaller single bedroom under the roof makes a perfect meditation room. The
private entrance secures both the privacy of the guests and our own. If you are interested,
you can check with us for possibilities.
Following the habit of giving the bedrooms themes (the Buddhist room, the Christian room
etc.) in the main building, we now have a SAM room and a Thay room, dedicated to Murshid
SAM and the Vietnamese Zen monk Thich Nhat Hanh. As most of you know, from time to
time we offer the dances in EIAB, the European center for Thich Nhat Hanh’s work in Waldbröl, some 15 minutes by car from Khankah Samark.
We published the Retreat House on AirBNB and already had our first guests. We hope for
more to come and hope to welcome our first retreat guests as well.

Training Program
After a break of many years, inspiration came to offer a training program, this time also for
more advanced dance leaders. We both felt it was good that we waited for inspiration to
come. The present program feels fresh and new. It is a good thing the Retreat House is
finished, for with a waiting list, we really needed the extra space. With people from five
different countries, the group is very international, as are most of the retreat in Khankah
Samark.
The inspiration to revisit all traditions and the ancestry of the dances, the music and the
music, leading us back to age-old traditions like mantra yoga, vipassana, circum-ambulance
and Middle Eastern body prayer, inspired us to start on a new manual for the dances, mainly
about the spiritual side of the dances and attunement. We hope to have it ready by next
summer, for each new training weekend may offer new inspiration.
Inspired by the Training Program and written right after the first weekend is the following
article, written for the EIAB Newsletter to promote our weekend in EIAB (December 10 -13,
2015).

The embodied spirituality of the Dances of Universal Peace
From form and focus to freedom
1968. A young man calls at the door of an elderly man called
Samuel Lewis. He wants a Zen teacher. More students follow and
soon Samuel Lewis – a student of both Sufi Inayat Khan and the
venerable Nyogen Senzaki – is the teacher of a whole flock of
hippies in San Francisco. Remarkable, as SAM (1896 – 1971) is
in his seventies and his students are in their early twenties, with
flowers in their hair, living in the age of acid.
SAM has never touched drugs (‘I am already high by myself!’)
but doesn’t condemn the young hippies. He sees their search is genuine, and wants to improve on their methods. So he tries to teach them grounded spirituality with a lasting effect,
not triggered by chemicals that ruin their bodies.
At some point, SAM changes his course from Zen to Sufism and SAM becomes Murshid SAM.
His heart guided him to teach under the umbrella of Sufism. Why not? Mysticism knows no
denominations, but transcends all differences.
SAM teaches his students breathing techniques and walking techniques, mostly derived from
Buddhism, Sufism and Hinduism. He leads his students in a circle dance and asks them all
to sing Allah and Namo Amida Butsu. The Dances of Universal Peace are born.
New as they are, their ancestry goes back a long way, for SAM’s
dances are a brew of mantra yoga and walking meditation, mixed with
the body prayer of the Middle East and spiced with sacred phrases
from all traditions. Actually, ‘chanted body prayers’ would cover this
form of embodied spirituality more than ‘dances’, but that is mere
semantics.
Murshid SAM writes that the Bible asks us to see the body as the
temple of God and that it is about time to actually start doing this. So
he teaches dances with a very simple folkdance-type choreography.
Through the form, they learn focus, for SAM’s dances seem simple,
but ask for a great deal of awareness. His dances seem simple and
with little melody. They offer you nothing to hang on to, no nice melodies to hide behind and their focus makes all of them Zen practices,
even if you chant ‘Allah’.
Once form and focus are mastered, joy enters. Not joy triggered by earthly means, but joy
from within. As Joe Miller, one of the Godfathers of this movement and Murshid SAM’s best
friend, says: ‘Joy is the natural state of the heart.’
Some students even experience the freedom that is the result of a long investment in inner
work with ego stuff and growth on the spiritual path. Free from ego, free from wanting, free
from clasping and clinging, what more can you want? They become grounded teachers in
Buddhism or Sufism (or both) and many of them are still with us. They passed SAM’s teachings on to students like the person writing this article.
2015. We just finished our first training weekend around the Dances of Universal Peace. In
our preparation, we focus on three basic ingredients to teach these dances as a spiritual path
for inner and outer growth towards freedom: techniques, attunement and awareness.
The students come for techniques, but we tell them awareness and focus comes first. The
more you see, the more you learn. It is not about taking a step or making a turn, but about
being aware that you do this and why and how you do this. Seen thus, the dances are also
a practice in mindfulness.
In the afternoon session, the students realize from the feedback given, that there is a lot of
work to do. In learning the techniques, but more so in learning to be focused. Not just for a
minute, but the whole time.

And in learning to be attuned. When you chant the Gate Gate from the Heart Sutra and
connect with the experience of the dance and the mantra, everyone believes you. With your
attunement as an example, all can enter the meaning of the mantra.
At the beginning of the weekend, we ask them if the dances are spiritual practices or not.
Some don’t know what to answer, confused as they are because the dances also are joyful
and spiritual practices are not seen as such, unless you are a very experienced practitioner.
Now all understand the question was rhetorical. For how can a practice in focus, awareness
and attunement not be a spiritual practice?
USA
The first time we ever had any money to spend was in 2003, when we sold our house in the
Netherlands and moved to Belgium. We immediately decided to spend it on training, so went
to the USA to meet up with Wali Ali and Shabda, visit the Jamiat Khas and learn about Zikr,
Sufism and the Dances in San Francisco’s Bay Area, as close to the source as possible.
After three years, the money ran out, but now three invitations again make it possible to
visit the US in September this year.
After a workshop near Lake Michigan (Chicago Area) and Seattle, we fly home via Denver. A detour, but our Russian friend
Sveta from Perm, now married to Guy and happily living in
Boulder, invited us to hop over, so she and Guy can accompany
us to Lama and the Maqbara (grave) of Murshid SAM. We’re
grateful for this opportunity, as we never were anywhere near
this grave.
It will be lovely – all inshallah of
course – to maybe catch the
grave in its original and organic state as a pile of stones and
a simple roof for shelter. As most of the readers will know, Pir
Shabda started a fund raising program to gather money together for a memorial site, suiting this American born Saint.
We’d love to see that too, but that will be something for the
future. More about this trip in the next Newsletter.
Below, you will find our program for the rest of 2015 and the Khankah Samark program for
2016. Feel free to check our website for updates on the full program and to write us for more
details.

2015
September
11 - 13

Dance Weekend Lake Michigan (USA)
Send us the Peace
Contact Jessica E-mail

16

Dance Evening Seattle (USA)
Journey to the Heart
Contact Farishta E-mail

18 - 19

Dance Weekend Tacoma (USA)
Send us the Peace
Contact Farishta E-mail

20

Day of Training Tacoma (USA)
Contact Farishta E-mail

October
08 – 11

17 – 18

23 – 4 Nov.

The Art of Dancing & Dance Leading
Third weekend of our new training program.
See April 23 – 26.
Dance Weekend Hamburg
Einheit und Verschiedenheit
Yoga Centrum Hamburg. Contact Heinz E-mail
Sahara Pilgrimage
The Perfume of the Desert

November
19 – 22

27 – 29

Sesshin Zen & Zikr
In a Sesshin, we alternate dancing with meditating. We opt for a longer weekend, so
all can really get into the rhythm of a Sesshin. A wonderful way to go deeper inside
and let the dances do their inner work. To further the inner proces s, part of the weekend will be in silence.
Be sure to register in time, as the two previous Sesshins filled up very early.
Winter Weekend De Weyst (Eindhoven area, the Netherlands)
Cultivating the Heart
Cultivating the heart is central to the teachings of Murshid SAM and thus of his contribution to inner and outer peace, the Dances of Universal Peace.
Dutch spoken

December
10 -13

28 – Jan. 1 s t

EIAB Retreat (Waldbröl, Germany)
Herzens Qualität: Einheit in Verschiedenheit
with Wali & Arienne and Sister Ingrid (Bi Nghiem)
In this Retreat in the European Institute for Applied Buddhism (EIAB) of Thich Nhat
Hanh, we will mix the teachings of Buddhism with those of Sufism. We will partly follow
the monastic timet able and routine of EIAB. For registration, contact EIAB
German/English spoken
Samark Sylvester Retreat (Khankah Samark, Germany )
New Year Retreat & Celebration
From Sunday dinner until Jan. 1 s t , late lunch.
Retreat and celebration to look back in gratitude for what 201 5 has brought us and to
look forward to unfolding of some of our next steps in life in 201 6. On New Year’s
morning, we’ll dance the Aramaic Lord’s Prayer to welcome the New year.
Depending on the participants, the Retreat will be German or English/German spoken.

Khankah Samark Program 2016
December 28, 2015 – January 1, 2016 Samark Sylvester Retreat & Celebration

From Sunday dinner until late lunch Jan. 1st
Retreat and celebration to look back in gratitude for what 2014 has brought us and to look
forward to unfolding of some of our next steps in life in 2015.
On New Year’s morning, we’ll dance the Aramaic Lord’s Prayer to welcome the New Year.

February 20 – 27 EU Winter Retreat The Purpose of Life

From Saturday evening dinner until the next Saturday breakfast
On different occasions, Inayat Khan talked about the purpose of Life, but every time he starts
with our longing. For Life, Love, Joy, Insight and Peace. With Dances of Universal Peace,
storytelling, Sesshin, Feedback sessions and guitar classes in the afternoon etc.

March 17 -20

The Art of Dancing & Dance Leading
Fourth weekend of Samark Dance Training Program, only open for participants of the whole
series of 6.

May 12 – 15 The Art of Dancing & Dance Leading

Fifth weekend of Samark Dance Training Program, only open for participants of the whole
series of 6.

June 9 – 12 The Art of Dancing & Dance Leading
Last weekend of Samark Dance Training Program, only open for participants of the whole
series of 6.

August 6 – 13

Samark Summer Week: The Conference of the Birds
From Saturday evening dinner until the next Saturday breakfast
Following Attar, we will visit the different valleys on the spiritual path. With DUP, stories and
poetry, chanting and practices, Sesshin, zikr and ritual.

September 22 - 24

Samark Sufi Weekend The Sufi Path
From Thursday evening dinner until Sunday, late lunch
Introduction weekend to the Sufi Path through Inayat Khan, Murshid SAM, Rumi and other
well-known Sufi masters. With practices, dances, dharma talk et cetera.

November 11 - 13

Dance Sesshin: Zen & Zikr
From Thursday evening dinner until Sunday, late lunch
In a Sesshin, we alternate dancing with meditating. We opt for a longer weekend, so all can
really get into the rhythm of a Sesshin. To further the inner process, part of the weekend
will be in silence.

December 28 – January 1st 2016 Samark Sylvester Retreat & Celebration
From Sunday dinner until Jan. 1st, late lunch

Retreat and celebration to look back in gratitude for what 2015 has brought us and to look
forward to unfolding of some of our next steps in life in 2016. On New Year’s morning, we’ll
dance the Aramaic Lord’s Prayer to welcome the New Year.
Feel free to visit our website for our activities outside the Khankah
and also an update with more write-ups of our original Dances.
Wali & Ariënne van der Zwan
Unterbirkholz 7
D-57587 Birken-Honigsessen
E-mail Website
+49 2294 993 78 41 (land line)
+ 49 171 125 38 03 (cell phone)

